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Biomimetic Tactile Sensor

Cross Reference to Related Applications

[0001]This patent application the claims the benefit of the filing date of US

provisional application Serial No. 60/786,607, filed March 28, 2006, entitled

"Biomimetic Tactile Sensor" the contents of which are incorporated herein by

reference.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Field of the Invention: This application relates generally to devices and

methods to provide a set of sensory feedback information capabilities from robotic

or prosthetic finger tips comparable to those provided by the human skin.

[0003] General Background and State of the Art. Present generations of robots

lack most of the sensorial abilities of humans. This limitation prevents industrial

robots from being used to carry on delicate tasks of enormous practical relevance

(such as assembly operations) and, even more, it prevents the development of

evoluted robots for off-factory jobs (agriculture, home, assistance to the disabled,

etc). Future generations of robots may be increasingly featured by the massive

use of dedicated sensors that will enhance substantially the limited ability of

present robots to interact with the external world. Taction, vision and proximity are

the sensory needs that, in combination or alone, are commonly accepted as

desirable features of robots. Research on visual pattern recognition received

considerable attention in recent years. Tactile recognition (the ability to recognize

objects by manipulation) is an inherently active process. Unlike visual sensors

(passive and located remotely from the object), tactile sensors must be put in

contact with the object to be recognized and, even more, such contact should be

competently organized in order to extract the maximum degree of information

from manipulative acts.

[0004] Humans who have suffered amputations of their hands and arms are

generally provided with prosthetic limbs. Increasingly these prosthetics

incorporate electromechanical actuators to operate articulations similar to



biological joints, particularly to control the fingers to grasp and hold objects.

Recent research has revealed how arrays of biological tactile receptors distributed

throughout the soft tissues of the finger tip are used normally by the nervous

system to provide rapid adjustments of grip force. Due to limitations in currently

available tactile sensing technology discussed below, currently available

prosthetic fingers provide little or no sensing capabilities and cannot make use of

these highly effective biological control strategies.

[0005] Tactile sensors are generally known and can be grouped into a number of

different categories depending upon their construction, the most common groups

are piezoresistive, piezoelectric, capacitive and elastoresistive structures. The

common feature of all of these devices is the transduction of local asperities

(unevenness or a projection from a surface) into electrical signals. Tactile sensors

are commonly used in the field of robotics and in particular with those robotic

devices which pick up and place objects in accordance with programmed

instructions; the so-called "pick and place" class of robot. Unfortunately, while it

would be desirable for the above-listed groups of tactile sensors to respond in

much the same way that the human finger does, many of them can provide only

limited information about a contact with an object. This requires large numbers of

separate structures or electrical characteristics that require extensive circuitry in

order to obtain an output indicative of the surface which has been contacted. For

robotics, the difficulties associated with their non-linear response mechanisms,

their fragile structure, and the high cost of assembling many discrete components

limits their use of the above groups in an industrial environment. There are

difficulties with calibration, environmental survivability, and other factors which

render them less than optimal for many applications in less restricted

environments, particularly those associated with motor-actuated prosthetic hands

and telerobotic systems intended to augment human performance.

SUMMARY

[0006] The present biomimetic tactile sensor may possess softness, elasticity and

some mechanical resistance that mimics natural human skin. Furthermore, it may

detect and discriminate various aspects of contact with external objects, including

the direction and magnitude of force, the extent and shape of the object, and small



movements associated with impending slip.

[0007] An exemplary embodiment comprises a device through which a set of

information is generated concerning tactile interaction between a manipulator and

an object to be manipulated and recognized. The tactile information may be

generated either by robot or prosthetic finger tips. A key feature of the

embodiment may be that it confers a very high sensitivity to incremental changes

in the distribution of pressure.

[0008] The sensory device may have a biomimetic shape of the core and

covering skin and pulp that results in distinctive and readily detectable patterns of

impedance changes across an array of electrodes disposed on the core, to take

advantage of the various distortions of the pulp produced by the contact

parameters to be detected and discriminated. Because of the overall biomimetic

design of the sensor assembly, the stimulus features that may be most readily

detected by the feature extraction circuitry are those features that may be most

useful for automatic adjustment of contact force to achieve and maintain stable

and efficient grasp of an object. Features of disclosed sensory devices that may

be associated with this strategy include the complex mechanical contours of the

core, the elasticity and points of attachment of the investing skin, the specific

shapes and dispositions of the electrodes on the core surface, conditions of use in

which at least some electrodes are nearly or completely occluded by direct

contact with the overlying skin, and the extraction of information from complex

temporospatial patterns of impedance changes among those electrodes using

trainable algorithms such as neural networks.

[0009] Exemplary sensory devices may also include a sensor assembly whose

basic form and function are similar to that of a human finger tip. A prosthetic hand

or anthropomorphic robotic manipulandum could combine several such finger tips

at the ends of appendages whose movements may be controlled by actuators.

Similar padlike structures with sensors might also be deployed on grip contact

surfaces akin to the palmar eminences over the heads of the metacarpal bones

etc. One or more such sensor assemblies could be built with various sizes and

shapes and mounted in varying numbers and positions on a variety of

manipulanda, locomotor supports and other mechanical apparatus that must

interact with external objects and surfaces according to information derived from



contact sensors.

[0010]One embodiment of the present device may consist of a set of sensors that

work by measuring the electrical impedance among a plurality of electrodes. The

electrodes may be deployed on a substantially rigid core that is protected from

direct contact with external objects by overlying deformable structures. A feature

of this design may be the location of mechanically vulnerable connections

between the electrodes and the signal processing circuitry, which are wholly

contained within the substantially rigid core. A related feature may be that this

design enables methods of manufacture and repair that are simple and efficient.

[0011]The plurality of sensors and their associated mechanical structures have

similarities to the biological relationships among the cutaneous neural receptors,

the distal phalanx, overlying finger pulp and covering skin and nail. Information

may be extracted from such a plurality of sensors whereby such information can

be related to canonical physical representations used to describe stimuli to be

sensed, and/or used to control automatic adjustments of grip forces similar to the

neural reflexes whereby humans maintain stable grip on complex objects.

[0012] It is understood that other embodiments of the biomimetic tactile sensor

systems and methods will become readily apparent to those skilled in the art from

the following detailed description, wherein it is shown and described only

exemplary embodiments by way of illustration. As will be realized, the biomimetic

tactile sensor systems and methods are capable of other and different

embodiments and its several details are capable of modification in various other

respects. Accordingly, the drawings and detailed description are to be regarded

as illustrative in nature and not as restrictive.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] Figure 1 shows a longitudinal cross-section of a tactile sensor in the form

of a finger pad.

[0014] Figure 2 shows a schematic of the electronic system for signal detection

and processing.

[0015] Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional detail of a scheme for automated

routing and connection of electrodes to electronic circuitry.



[0016] Figure 4 shows a transverse cross-section of a tactile sensor responding

to a typical contact force.

[0017] Figure 5 shows a longitudinal cross-section of a tactile sensor in the form

of a finger pad and which employs variable-capacitance sensing.

[0018] Figure 6 shows a schematic of the electronic system for signal detection

for a tactile sensor array that employs variable-capacitance sensing.

[0019] Figure 7 shows a schematic of a neural network trained to adjust grip

forces according to feedback from the tactile sensor.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] The detailed description set forth below is intended as a description of

exemplary embodiments of the tactile sensory system and method and is not

intended to represent the only embodiments in which the biomimetic tactile sensor

systems and methods can be practiced. The term "exemplary" used throughout

this description means "serving as an example, instance, or illustration," and

should not necessarily be construed as preferred or advantageous over other

embodiments. The detailed description includes specific details for the purpose of

providing a thorough understanding of the tactile sensory systems and methods.

However, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the tactile sensory

systems and methods may be practiced without these specific details. In some

instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in block diagram form in

order to avoid obscuring the concepts of the tactile sensory systems and methods.

[0021] It is a general property of biological sensory receptors that they are highly

evolved structures in which the receptors themselves and the tissues in which

they are located may contain many features designed to enhance their sensitivity

and the quantity of information that they can provide to the central nervous

system. The skin contains multiple types of mechanoreceptors to transduce a

variety of mechanical events that occur during contact with physical objects.

These receptors are concentrated in sites such as the finger tips, where their

sensitivity is enhanced by the mechanical properties of the skin, underlying pulp

and bone, and adjacent fingernails. US Patent 4,980,646, to Zemel, is

incorporated herein by reference and teaches a tactile sensor based on changes



in the local electrical resistance presented by a layer of weakly conductive fluid

whose shape is deformed by external forces applied to a deformable membrane.

Zemel describes the application of a voltage gradient across the entire extent of

the fluid by means of electrodes arranged on either side of the array of sensing

strips, and the measurement of the local strength of that gradient by differential

voltage measurements between adjacent pairs of electrode strips. US patent

4,555,953 to Dario et al., which is incorporated by reference in its entirety, teaches

different techniques and materials that have been utilized for the construction of

artificial skin-like sensors.

[0022]The input-output properties of these biological transducers differ generally

from engineered transducers. Engineered transducers are usually designed to

produce a linear response to a single mechanical variable such as normal or

tangential force at a single point. The signals from arrays of such transducers can

be combined according to simple, analytical algorithms to extract orthogonal

physical parameters of touch such as total force, center of force, directional force

vector and two-point resolution. Biological touch receptors are highly nonlinear

and nonorthogonal. Their signals are combined by adaptive neural networks to

provide subconscious adjustment of motor output as well as high level conscious

perception associated with haptic identification of objects. Neurophysiologists and

psychologists often correlate the activity of somatosensory receptors and design

measures of psychophysical percepts according to canonical physical parameters,

but there is little evidence that the nervous system actually extracts direct

representations of such parameters as an intermediate stage between sensation

and performance. In fact, information theory suggests that such an intermediate

representation would add noise and reduce information content, which would

place such a strategy at an evolutionary disadvantage. Engineered sensors and

their signal processing systems use linear, orthogonal representations because

the downstream control systems generally have been based on such inputs. This

strategy may work well for engineered systems such as industrial robots that must

perform accurately for highly constrained and predictable tasks. It is difficult to

apply to anthropomorphic robots and prosthetic limbs that must perform a broad

and unpredictable range of tasks associated with activities of daily living. The

problem may further be complicated by environmental factors in such



environments (e.g. temperature, moisture, sharp edges etc.), which tend to

damage or bias sensitive and/or physically exposed transducers.

[0023] Exemplary embodiments of the present sensory devices have features

comparable to features found in biological systems. In particular, they may use

biomimetic mechanical structures similar to those found in the finger tip to endow

a set of simple, robust electronic sensors with a wide range of modalities and

sensitivities similar to those found in biological mechanoreceptors. An exemplary

embodiment may employ a larger number of small, local electrodes deployed in a

curved array whose shape and mechanical properties mimic those of a biological

finger tip. Each sensing electrode may be energized to provide an independent

measure of the local mechanical deformations of the overlying membrane based

on its impedance with respect to a remote common electrode. Further

improvements are described to enhance the sensitivity and dynamic range of

each sensing electrode by contouring the inner surface of the overlying

membrane. Yet another exemplary embodiment teaches a novel method of

detecting deformation of the membrane by energizing the membrane and

detecting the capacitive coupling to each sensing electrode through a dielectric

fluid or gas. In further embodiments, neural networks may compute directly the

actuator adjustments required to maintain stable grip of objects with a variety of

shapes and force vectors in a manner similar to that employed by neural control of

the human hand.

[0024]Various aspect of the present exemplary biomimetic sensing devices can

incorporate features described in the following articles, which are all incorporated

herein by reference: Johansson RS, Westling G. ("Signals in tactile afferents from

the fingers eliciting adaptive motor responses during precision grip", Experimental

Brain Research. 66:141-154, 1987 ); Westling G Johansson RS. "Responses in

glabrous skin mechanoreceptorsd during precision grip in humans", Experimental

Brain Research. 66:128-140, 1987); Flanagan JR, Burstedt MKO, Johansson RS

"Control of fingertip forces in multi-digit manipulation" Journal of Neurophysiology.

81:1706-1717, 1999); Birznieks I Jenmalm P, Goodwin AW, Johansson RS.

"Encoding of direction of fingertip forces by human tactile afferents" Journal of

Neuroscience. 2 1:8222-8237, 2001); Johansson RS, Birznieks "First spikes in

ensembles of human tactile afferents code complex spatial fingertip events"



Nature Neuroscience 7:170-177, 2004) which are all incorporated by reference in

their entirety.

Mechanical Platform

[0025] Referring to Figure 1, the sensor assembly 1 may consist of a substantially

rigid central core 2 surrounded by a pulp 4 with fluid, elastic or gel mechanical

properties, covered by a skin 6 attached to the core 2 by means of a seal 7 along

the perimeter of the pad 12 thereby created. A plurality of electrodes 8 may be

deployed on those surfaces of the core 2 whose contact with objects and surfaces

is to be sensed, as described below. US patent 4,980,646 to Zemel discusses an

alternative tactile sensor design which may be implemented in embodiments of

the present tactile sensors.

[0026]The skin 6 may be a deformable and/or elastic material similar to human

glabrous skin in its mechanical properties and possessing advantageous

properties such as toughness to resist wear, texture and tackiness to improve

grip, and colorizable for cosmesis. As described below, it may be advantageous

to incorporate bumps, ridges and/or other features into the internal and/or external

surface(s) of the skin. Suitable materials may include but are not limited to

polymers such as silicone elastomers and polyurethanes, among many others

familiar to biomedical engineers and prosthetists. In a preferred embodiment, the

core 2 may be made of a mechanically tough material such as zirconia ceramic or

titanium metal that can function as part of the mechanical linkage of the prosthesis

or robot on which the sensor assembly is deployed. The following references,

which are incorporated by reference in their entirety, teach various features that

may be utilized in the present tactile sensor devices and methods: US Patent

6,871 ,395 to Scher et al. teaches connecting electrically conductive elastomer to

electronics and US Patent 6,529,122 to Magnussen et al. teaches measuring

contact resistance between workpieces, US Patent 5,905,430 to Yoshino et al. for

detecting state of contact between a contact member and a workpiece, US Patent

5,033,291 to Podoloff et al. for flexible tactile sensor for measuring foot pressure

distributions; US patent 5,014,224 to Hans for determining location and amount of

exerted pressure; US Patent 4,817,440 to Curtin for identifying contact force and

the contact pattern; US Patent 4,526,043 to Boie et al. for Conformable tactile



sensor; and US Patent 4,481 ,815 to Overton for determining a parameter of an

object being contacted by the tactile sensor.

[0027] In one exemplary embodiment, the choice of ' material for the pulp 4 may be

chosen to be a deformable, volume-conductive liquid or gel whose electrical

conductivity is sufficiently low that the resistance measured between two or more

electrodes in contact with the pulp changes when the pulp is mechanically

deformed. Suitable materials may include aqueous and nonaqueous gels with

ionic conductors, liquid crystal materials, and many others that would be obvious

to one normally skilled in the art. Advantageously, the pulp 4 can be injected

through a hypodermic needle into the space between the skin 6 and the core 2

and its electrodes 8 after the skin 6 is attached to the seal 7. This makes it

possible to control accurately the thickness and pressure of the pulp 4 and to

refurbish the sensor assembly 1 by replacing the skin 6 and/or pulp 4 without

affecting the electrodes 8 or detection circuitry 20.

Sensing Elements

[0028] Sensing may be accomplished by measuring changes in the electrical

impedance among electrodes 8 whose distribution and location on the contoured

surface of the core 2 may be a key factor in the sensing properties of the sensor

assembly 1. One embodiment of detection circuitry 20 is illustrated schematically

in Figure 2 and described in more detail below. The electrical impedance 24 so

measured can be dominated by the thickness and electrical properties of the pulp

4 . For some of the various configurations described in more detail below, this

may be a resistance that can be measured between a given electrode 8 and other

electrodes or reference points and that depends generally on the inverse of the

distance between said electrode 8 and the skin 6 immediately overlying said

electrode 8 . This distance may decrease because of pressure on the overlying

skin but increases because of hydrostatic pressure in the viscoelastic pulp 4 . If

the skin 6 completely occludes an electrode 8, the electrical impedance 24 may

become very large and insensitive to further increases in contact force, which may

be undesirable. This problem can be mitigated by texturing the inner surface of

skin 6 . Such texture may be created if skin 6 is formed by the method of dip-

coating and polymerization in situ as described below, in which case the surfaces



of core 2 and electrodes 8 can be abraded prior to dip-coating to create the

desired textured surface.

[0029]The sensing assembly 1 may have the greatest sensitivity to a small

change in the distribution of pressure in those electrodes that are near the edge of

a population of electrodes 8 in which the skin 6 has been compressed against the

central electrodes of the population. Such a change may cause electrodes along

this edge to change between the states of having a small distance between skin

and electrode to having a zero distance, for which the resistance theoretically

becomes infinite. Other embodiments are described below in which the

impedance measured at an electrode 8 decreases as the distance between the

electrode 8 and the skin 6 decreases.

[0030] Each electrode 8 may be electrically insulated from the others and from the

overlying pulp 4 except for a specifically defined contact area with the pulp

comprising the electrode 8. Each electrode 8 may be connected to detection

circuitry 20 by means of a lead 10. This can be accomplished by various

feedthroughs and coatings such as are commonly employed in hybrid

microelectronic circuits and hermetic packages. Figure 1 illustrates one

embodiment in which the core 2 may be a dielectric material such as zirconia or

alumina ceramic and the electrodes 8 consist of metallic vias that pass through

laser-drilled holes in the ceramic and are connected to detection circuitry 20 by

means of leads 10 consisting of conventional wirebonds. In another embodiment

illustrated in Figure 3, conductive lines may be printed on the outside and/or inside

surface of the core 2 providing a means for forming the leads 10 so that the

detection circuitry 20 can be connected to the plurality of electrodes 8 by means of

a plurality of welds 14 made directly and simultaneously to the backs of

conductive feedthrough pins 9 using methods such as flip-chip and ball-grid array

bonding, as is well-known in the art. In yet another embodiment, the core 2 may

be a metallic material such as titanium, aluminum or stainless steel and the

electrodes 8 consist of the external surfaces of metal feedthroughs that pass

through holes drilled through the core 2. The electrodes 8 may be held in place

by a seal made from a dielectric material such as a melted glass frit that can

provide both electrical insulation between the electrodes 8 and a hermetic seal

between the liquid component of the pulp 4 and the detection circuitry 20.



Electronic Signal Processing
[0031] Detection circuitry 20 may be mounted within a recess in the core 2 that

provides mechanical support and protection. As illustrated schematically in Figure

2, said detection circuitry 20 converts power supply 21 to an energization signal

22 that may be applied to various combinations of electrodes 8. The impedances

24 of the effective circuit between the electrodes 8 through the pulp 4 may be

quantified by measurement circuits 26 and reported to analysis logic 30. If the

pulp is an electron conductor, then the energization signal 22 can be a direct

current or voltage; the measured value may be a direct voltage or current,

respectively. The impedance 24 of the volume conductive path through the pulp 4

may be dominated by its resistive component, which can be computed from

Ohm's law. If the pulp 4 may be an ionic conductor such as an aqueous solution

or gel, then the energization signal 22 may advantageously be an alternating

current or voltage that avoids electrolysis and polarization effects on the

electrodes 8. The magnitude of the measured alternating voltage or current can

be extracted by rectifying and low pass filtering to compute the impedance 24 of

the volume conductive path according to Ohm's law.

[0032] One alternative mode of operation of the sensor assembly 1 may be to

detect small changes in the distribution of pressure, which as noted above that

may tend to produce the greatest incremental change in impedances 24 among

the subpopulation of electrodes 8 that are in or near contact with the overlying

skin 6. The incremental sensitivity of the detection circuitry 20 to such changes

may be different for the two modes of measurement just described. If the

energization signal 22 is a voltage, then the measured current asymptotically

approaches zero as the thickness of the overlying pulp decreases when it is

compressed with increasing contact force. If the energization signal 22 is a

current, then the measured voltage exponentially may rise toward the compliance

voltage of the available power supply as the thickness of the overlying pulp is

compressed towards the contact. These two relationships have implications for

the detectability of incremental changes by the subsequent feature algorithms of

the analysis logic 30 as described below. Any signal detection should cope with

the inevitable consequences of electrical noise in the various electrically active

and passive components such as are well-known to those normally skilled in the



art.

[0033] One exemplary configuration for impedance measurement may be between

each electrode 8 and a common contact (designated by the ground symbol in Fig.

2) that substantially surrounds all of the electrodes 8. The common contact may

be printed photoJ/thographically onto the surface of the core 2 if it is a dielectric

material or formed by the core 2 itself if it is a conductive material. Alternatively,

the common contact may be formed by conductive material incorporated into the

seal 7 surrounding the electrodes 8 as depicted in Figure 4 . Many other

configurations can be created dynamically by incorporating electronic switches

into the detection circuitry 20. Among these configurations may be differential

measurements between a pair of adjacent electrodes 8, measurements between

one electrode 8 and all other electrodes connected together by said switches, and

differential measurements between various combinations of electrodes 8 selected

dynamically by means of said switches.

[0034] In yet another exemplary embodiment, the pulp 4 can be a volume

conductor with a fairly high resistivity such as 100(ohm)(cm) and the skin 6 can be

a conductor that is connected to the "ground" or reference voltage of the detection

circuitry. In this case, the electrical impedance 24 between each electrode 8 and

the skin 6 may be approximately proportional to the distance between them,

declining rapidly to approximately zero as they actually touch each other. Still

other combinations of conductive and dielectric materials for the pulp 4 and skin 6

and related detection circuitry 20 are included within the scope of the system.

[0035] In an alternate embodiment, the pulp 4 can be made from a dielectric

material and the skin 6 can be an electrical conductor such as a woven metal

fabric or metal- or carbon-filled polymer. Suitable dielectric materials for the pulp

4 may include but are not limited to gases such as air, liquids such as mineral oil,

and gels such as silicone polymers. In this embodiment, the impedance 24

between each electrode 8 and the overlying skin 6 may be essentially that of a

capacitor whose value increases with the inverse of the distance between the

electrode 8 and the overlying skin 6. Thus, the mechanical factors in the design

and performance of the sensor assembly 1 may be generally similar to those of

the first embodiment in which the pulp 4 is a conductor and the skin 6 is a

dielectric. The impedance of a capacitor is related inversely to the value of its



capacitance and inversely to the frequency of the electrical signal applied to it. In

this alternate embodiment, the impedance between any one or more electrodes 8

and the skin 6 may be readily measured by applying an energization signal 22

between them that may be an alternating current or voltage and measuring the

alternating voltage or current, respectively. It may generally be advantageous for

the skin 6 to be connected to the "ground" or reference voltage for all of the

individual detection circuits 20 associated with the various electrodes 8.

[0036] In the above alternate embodiment, if such a conductive skin 6 actually

touches an electrode 8 , the impedance 24 between them may go abruptly to

approximately zero because of ohmic conductance between them. If that is not

desired, such contact can be prevented and the maximal value of the capacitance

between them can be stabilized by coating the inside surface of the conductive

skin with a thin and flexible dielectric layer such as poly-paraxylylene (commercial

tradename Parylene). If the skin 6 is composed of a woven metal fabric, a vapor-

deposited coating of Parylene on both the inside and outside surface of the skin 6

can advantageously be used to seal the fabric so that the dielectric material used

for the pulp 4 does not leak out and to avoid making electrical contact with

external objects.

[0037] Yet another exemplary embodiment in which the deformation of the skin 6

and pulp 4 may be detected as variable capacitance as illustrated in Figures 5 and

6. Figure 5 depicts a longitudinal cross-section of sensing assembly 1 in which

the skin 6 may be composed of three layers: outer layer 6a may be made of a

textured dielectric material suitable for cosmesis, 6b may be made of a conductive

material such as a metal-filled polymer, and 6c may be a thin, inner layer made of

a soft dielectric material such as some silicone elastomers. Said layers may be

formed by successive dip-coating to staggered depths as illustrated, using core 2

as a mandrel. Conductive skin layer 6b may be dip-coated so as to make

electrical contact with common electrode 8z, as depicted schematically in Figure

6. Core 2 may be equipped with capillary tube 46 which is used to introduce pulp

4 under pressure to inflate skin 6 away from core 2. Optionally, fill tube 46 can be

connected to pressure transducer 29, which may be useful particularly to detect

small, high frequency fluctuations in pressure in pulp 4 such as might be caused

by vibration arising from sliding the textured outer surface of skin 6a over textured



objects. At its proximal edge, skin 6 may be retained by O-ring 48 against core 2

to prevent loss of pressurized material from pulp 4. Advantageously, core 2 may

have a removable section 2a that provides access to install detection circuitry 20,

leads 10 to the inner surfaces of electrodes 8 and 9, and such other components

as may be desired. Optionally, removable section 2a of core 2 may be equipped

with a tension member 42 by which finger nail 40 can be compressed against skin

6 by retaining member 44. This arrangement may provide improved cosmesis

and contributes to the specialized sensitivity of electrodes such as electrode 8a

which is near the edge of finger nail 40.

[0038] For use in the variable capacitance sensing assembly 1 illustrated in Figure

5, detection circuitry 20 may be configured according to the electronic schematic

illustrated in Figure 6. Energization signal 22 may be an AC voltage that is

applied to common electrode 8z and thus to conductive skin layer 6b. The

capacitance between each sensing electrode 8a, b... and conductive skin layer

6b may constitute the electrical impedance 24 that changes as the thickness of

the dielectric pulp 4 between these elements changes in response to contact

forces. A small fraction of the voltage of the energization signal 22 may be

detected on each of sensing electrodes 8a, b... by detection circuitry 20. The

data from all sensing electrodes, pressure transducer, and other sensors that may

be incorporated (e.g. temperature sensors) may be combined and serialized by

multiplexor 28 and transmitted to analysis logic 30.

Feature Extraction
[0039]The positioning of the electrodes 8 with respect to the contours of the core

2 and overlying pulp 4 and skin 6 may cause distinct patterns of change in the

various impedances 24 measured by the detection circuitry 20 as the sensor

assembly 1 contacts various objects and surfaces with various force vectors.

Analysis logic 30 may incorporate feature extraction algorithms to make

inferences about the nature of the contact according to the patterns so detected.

It may be useful to identify how different aspects of any particular stimulus

parameter to be sensed will influence the array of electrodes comprising the

sensor assembly 1. If such influences result in sufficiently distinct output patterns

across all of the elements of the sensor, then it may be feasible to employ

algorithms known as neural networks that may function similar to those embodied



in the nervous system in order to identify the nature of the contact state in terms of

feature of contacted objects and spatiotemporal distribution of contact forces. That

is, neural networks can be trained by learning to respond in a useful manner to

those features of any stimulus that must be discriminated. Figure 7 illustrates a

configuration in which the serialized sensor data from the sensor assembly 1 may

be processed by analysis logic 30 consisting of an input demultiplexer 32 that

provides data to the input layer of neural network 34. The output layer 36 may

provide control signals 37a-c to actuators 38 that operate the articulations of the

mechanical hand 39. Movements of the mechanical hand 39 may give rise to

changes in the contact forces between the fingers and external objects to be

gripped, which results in changing signals from the sensor assembly 1. The

neural network 34 may consist of a matrix of connectivity between input and

output signals embodied as gains in a hidden layer. The neural network 34 may

be trained to produce the desired transformation between input and output signals

by iteratively and systematically adjusting those gains according to training signal

35 derived from comparisons between the responses of the mechanical hand 39

and a dataset of observations of normal human hands manipulating similar

objects under similar conditions.

[0040] The following is an exemplary list of stimulus features, their effects on the

electrical impedances 24 may be measured among various electrodes 8, and

associated feature extraction algorithms that can be incorporated or trained into

said analysis logic 30. The examples are all described with reference to the first

exemplary embodiment in which the pulp 4 may be a moderately resistive volume

conductor and the skin 6 is a dielectric, but similar feature extraction algorithms

can be applied to the temporospatial patterns of impedance that can be measured

by the sensor assembly for the various alternate embodiments described above,

as will be obvious to one normally skilled in the art. Most are illustrated with

reference to Figure 4 , a cross-sectional view along axis A—A as denoted in

Figure 1, which represents only one of many such parallel cross-sections, each

potentially containing a plurality of electrodes and related circuitry. The changes

in electrical impedance 24 are discussed in the context of the first preferred

embodiment presented in Figures 1-4 in which decreases in the distance between

skin 6 and electrodes 8a, b,... may produce increases in electrical impedance 24.



In other embodiments, changes in distance may give rise to different but

detectable changes in electrical impedance 24, which can be related to stimulus

features by variants of detection circuitry 20 and analysis logic 30 that would be

obvious to one normally skilled in the art.

Contact force
[00411As the total force increases on central area of the sensor assembly 1, the

pulp 4 may be squeezed laterally into the region near the seal 7 at the perimeter

note increasing space between skin 6 and electrodes 8 at positions a and b. The

pulp 4 overlying the electrodes 8 in the compressed central area of the sensor

assembly 1 becomes thinner, causing the impedance measurements associated

with those electrodes to become higher note decreased space between skin 6 and

electrodes 8 at positions d, e and f . The sum of all such impedance increases is

related to the total force of contact; that sum will be dominated by the nonlinear

increase in impedance as electrodes approach the skin.

Centroid and area of force
[0042] The impedance increases associated with the contact force measurement

above can be related to the position of the electrodes 8 in the array in order to

estimate where the center of force is located on the surface of the sensor

assembly and the radius of curvature of the contacting object. For example, a

sharp object might produce a local deformation of the skin that would cause large

changes of impedance for only one or a few electrodes close to the point of

contact. If the pulp 4 is an incompressible material, any decrease in its thickness

over one or more electrodes 8 may be accompanied by a bulging increase in its

thickness over other electrodes 8 at a distance from the region of contact.

Eccentricity of force
[0043] If the contacting object is not radially symmetrical, the distribution of

impedance changes detected by the electrodes will be similarly asymmetrical.

This asymmetry can be detected to make inferences about the shape of the

contacting object.



Vector of force

[0044] In most object-manipulation tasks, the force between the sensor assembly

1 and the contacted object may not be oriented normal to the surface of the

sensor assembly 1. In biological skin, shear force components change the stress

and strain distributions within the fingertip that are sensed by receptors located

within dermal and subdermal tissues but also by the distribution of pressure

around the perimeter of the finger pad, particularly where the skin is anchored by

the nail bed. This is described in the above-referenced and incorporated journal

article (Birznieks, Jenmalm, Goodwin & Johansson 2001).

[0045] In an exemplary embodiment, those electrodes 8 located on the most

convex portions of the core 2 near the seals 7 of the skin 6 may detect large

increases in impedance when shear forces are directed away from them (see

electrodes at positions h and i in Figure 4). Such force may cause the skin 6 to

slide, compressing the pulp 4 over these electrodes. A deviation of the force

vector from normal may generally be associated with a tendency of the grasped

object to slip or rotate unless that deviation met by increased normal forces or is

opposed by the net deviations at other points of contact with the object, as

described in the above-referenced journal articles (Flanagan, Burstedt &

Johansson 1999 ; Johansson & Westling 1984).

Vernier detection of force shifts

[0046] The detection of imminent slip is essential to the maintenance of efficient

and effective grip on objects, in which it may be generally desirable to produce

only the minimal force on the object required to initiate and maintain stable grasp.

In the biological fingertip, imminent slip is detected by localized, tiny shifts in the

distribution of shear forces in the skin. The relationship between electrode

impedance and thickness of the overlying pulp may be inherently highly nonlinear,

as described above. For example, if the inner surface of the nonconductive,

elastomeric skin actually touches and covers an electrode, its impedance with

respect to any other contact may increase abruptly towards infinity. By

incorporating protruding textural elements 5 such as bumps and ridges onto the

inner surface of an elastomeric skin 6 , the distribution of impedances across the



array of electrodes may undergo large changes when the skin is compressed

against the core. In Figure 4, the impedance 24 of the electrode 8 at position e

would be highest because one textural element 5 is sized and positioned so as to

completely cover it, while somewhat lower but nearly equal impedances would be

measured for electrodes at positions d and f , which are incompletely covered by

adjacent textural elements 5. Even a small lateral shift or stretch of skin 6 would

reposition the three textural elements 5 with respect to all three electrodes,

producing a large and readily detectable change in the pattern of impedances

measured. In an exemplary embodiment, the system may be configured to detect

the onset of any change in the shear force distribution, rather than the actual

shear forces or the direction of the change. The appropriate response to the

imminent slip implied by any such change is an increase in the grip force applied

to the object as described in the above-referenced journal article (Johansson &

Westling 1987).

Contact Transients and Vibration

[0047] Biological skin contains specialized Pacinian receptors that are highly

sensitive to the acceleration component of skin deformation, making them useful

to detect transient mechanical events that occur when making and breaking

contact between a held object such as a tool and another object, and vibration of

skin induced by the motion of skin ridges sliding over a textured object surface.

The impedance of the electrodes in embodiments of the present system may

undergo only very small changes when lightly loaded, but it may be possible to

detect such changes by means of their synchronous phasing across the entire

array of electrodes. Various signal averaging techniques to enhance the detection

of the correlated component of weak and noisy signals from an array of sensors

are well known in the prior art. Alternatively as depicted in Figures 5 and 6, the

hydrostatic pressure in pulp 4 can be monitored by a conventional pressure

transducer 29 connected to fill tube 46. The detection of transient mechanical

events may be a key component in the automatic control of most object

manipulations, which are organized around sequentially linked action phases

delimited by discrete contact events that represent attainment of task subgoals.

This is described in the above-referenced journal article (Westling & Johansson



1987). One commonly used signal processing technique to enhance the detection

and timing of transient events in electrical signals may be the computation of

temporal derivatives, which can be performed by analog circuits and digital signal

processing algorithms that are well-known to electrical engineers. It is within the

scope of our system to apply such techniques to the signals obtainable from the

sensors described herein in order to enhance the utility of the tactile information

so derived. Examples of the extraction and use of temporal cues by biological

tactile systems can be found in the above-referenced journal article (Johansson &

Birznieks 2004).

[0048JThe previous description of the disclosed embodiments is provided to

enable any person skilled in the art to make or use the tactile sensory systems

and methods. Various modifications to these embodiments will be readily

apparent to those skilled in the art, and the generic principles defined herein may

be applied to other embodiments without departing from the spirit or scope of the

tactile sensory systems and methods. Thus, the tactile sensory systems and

methods are not intended to be limited to the embodiments shown herein but are

to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the principles and novel features

disclosed herein.



Claims:

1) A biomimetic tactile sensor for providing an electrical indication of contact

comprising:

a) a substantially rigid core having a curved surface, configured to hold

a plurality of electrodes along the curved surface, wherein each of

the electrodes is independently energized;

b) at least one deformable layer, configured to attach to the core,

having an inner and an outer surface;

c) a volume of deformable material enclosed between the core and the

at least one deformable layer inner surface; and

d) a detection circuitry mounted within the core and electrically coupled

to the plurality of the electrodes, configured to independently

energize at least one of the electrodes and detect contact

information independently from the energized electrode, wherein the

contact information corresponds to a local force that is exerted on

the deformable layer outer surface.

2) The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 1, wherein the detected contact

information from the electrode is a measured impedance.

3) The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 2 , wherein the detection circuit is

further configured to transmit the measured impedance to an external

processor.

4) The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 1, wherein the deformable material is

injected through a channel into the space between the deformable layer

inner surface and the core.

5) The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 1, wherein the deformable material is

inflatable.

6) The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 1, wherein the deformable material is

a dielectric material selected from a group including gases, liquids and

gels.

7) The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 1, wherein the deformable material is



an electrical conducting material selected from a group including aqueous

gels; non-aqueous gels and liquid crystal materials.

8) The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 1, wherein the deformable material is

volume-conducting material.

9) The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 1, wherein the core is made from a

material selected from group including titanium, aluminum, stainless steel,

zirconia ceramic and alumina ceramic.

10)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 1, wherein the deformable layer is

made from a dielectric material.

11)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 10, wherein the deformable layer is

made from dielectric material selected from a group including polymers and

polyurethanes.

12)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 1, wherein the deformable layer

further includes bumps and/or ridges on the inner and/or outer surface of

the deformable layer.

13)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 1, wherein the deformable layer is

made from electrical conductive material.

14)The biomimetic tactile senor of claim 13, wherein the deformable layer is

made from a material including any one of a woven metal fabric, metal-

filled polymer and carbon-filled polymer.

15)The biomimetic tactile senor of claim 1, further comprising a plurality of

deformable layers.

16)The biomimetic tactile senor of claim 1, wherein the at least one

deformable layer is formed by dip-coating.

17)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 1, wherein the detection circuitry is

configured to detect contact information corresponding to a normal force

exerted on the deformable layer outer surface.

18)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 1, wherein the detection circuitry is

configured to detect contact information corresponding to a tangential force

exerted on the deformable layer outer surface.



19)The system of claim 1, wherein the detection circuitry is configured to

determine contact information from the plurality of the electrodes that are

held by the core.

20)The system of claim 1, wherein the detected contact information from the

electrode is a measured capacitance.

2 1)A biomimetic tactile sensor for providing an electrical indication of contact

comprising:

a) a substantially rigid core having a curved surface, configured to hold

a plurality of electrodes along the curved surface;

b) at least one deformable layer having an inner and an outer surface,

wherein the inner surface has at least one protruding element

configured to attach to the core, and wherein the at least one

protruding element is substantially opposed to at least one of the

electrodes;

c) a volume of deformable material enclosed between the core and the

at least one deformable layer inner surface; and

d) a detection circuitry mounted within the core, configured to detect a

contact information from the at least one electrode.

22)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 2 1, wherein the detection circuitry is

configured to detect information corresponding to a force exerted on the

deformable layer outer surface.

23)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 22, wherein the detection circuitry is

configured to detect contact information corresponding to a normal force

exerted on the deformable layer outer surface.

24)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 22, wherein the detection circuitry is

configured to detect contact information corresponding to a tangential force

exerted on the deformable layer outer surface.

25)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 22, wherein the detection circuitry is

configured to detect contact information corresponding to a shear force

exerted on the deformable layer outer surface.



26)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 2 1 , wherein the detected contact

information from the electrode is a measured impedance.

27)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 2 1, wherein the deformable material

is injected through a channel into the space between the deformable layer

inner surface and the core.

28)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 2 1 , wherein the deformable material

is a dielectric material selected from a group including gas, liquid and gel.

29)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 21, wherein the deformabfe material

is an electrical conducting material selected from a group including

aqueous gel, non-aqueous gel and liquid crystal material.

30)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 21, wherein the deformable material

is a volume-conducting material.

31)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 21, wherein the core is made from a

material selected from a group including titanium, aluminum, stainless

steel, zirconia ceramic and alumina ceramic.

32)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 2 1 , wherein the deformable layer is

made from a dielectric material.

33)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 32, wherein the deformable layer is

made from material selected from a group including polymers and

polyurethanes.

34)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 2 1, wherein the protruding element

forms a bump and/or ridge on the inner surface of the deformable layer.

35)The biomimetic tactile sensor of claim 21, wherein the deformable layer is

made from electrical conductive material.

36)The biomimetic tactile senor of claim 2 1 , wherein the deformable layer is

made from a material including any one of a woven metal fabric, metal-

filled polymer or carbon-filled polymer.

37)The biomimetic tactile senor of claim 21, further comprising a plurality of

deformable layers.

38)The biomimetic tactile senor of claim 21, wherein the at least one



deformable layer is formed by dip-coating.

39)The biomimetic tactile senor of claim 2 1, wherein the detection circuitry is

configured to determine contact information from the plurality of the

electrodes.

40) The biomimetic tactile senor of claim 21, wherein the detected contact

information from the electrode is a measured capacitance

4 1)A biomimetic tactile sensory system for determining the characteristics of

contact by an object against a deformable surface comprising:

a) a biomimetic tactile sensor configured to determine a contact

information comprising:

i) a plurality of electrodes held on a curved surface of a core,

wherein each of the electrodes has a proximal and a distal

end;

ii) an energizing circuitry held within the core, configured to

energize at least one of the plurality of electrodes,

iii) a volume of deformable material in contact with the plurality

of the electrodes distal end;

iv) at least one deformable layer having an inner and outer

surface, configured to cover the deformable material;

v) a detection circuitry held within the core, configured to

determine a contact information from the at least one

energized electrode and sending the determined contact

information; and

b) a processor configured to receive the sent contact information in

order to identify at least one characteristic of a contact by the object

based on the detected contact information and a feature extraction

algorithm.

42)The system of claim 4 1, wherein the detected contact information from the

electrode is a measured impedance.

43)The system of claim 42, wherein the detection circuitry is configured to

A _



measure the impedance from the plurality of the electrodes.

44)The system of claim 43, wherein the measured impedance from the

plurality of the electrodes make a distinct pattern.

45)The system of claim 41, wherein the feature extraction algorithm is a

trainable algorithm.

46)The system of claim 45, wherein the trainable algorithm is a neural

network.

47)The system of claim 4 1, wherein the characteristic of the contact is

identified based at least on one feature of the object and spatiotemporal

distribution of applied forces against the deformable layer.

48)The system of claim 4 1, further comprising a channel located within the

core, configured to inject the deformable material.

49)The system of claim 48, further including a pressure transducer located

within the core to monitor the pressure of the space occupied by the

deformable material.

50)The system of claim 49, wherein the deformable material is inflated through

the channel.

51)The system of claim 43, wherein the detecting circuitry is configured to

detect changes in measured impedances among and/or from the plurality

of the electrodes.

52)The system of claim 41, wherein the characteristic of the contact

corresponds to any one of contact force, centroid and area of force,

eccentricity of force, vector of force, vernier detection of force shifts, or

contact transients and vibration.

53)The system of claim 4 1, wherein the deformable material is a dielectric.

54)The system of claim 4 1, wherein the deformable material is an electrical

conductive material.

55)The system of claim 54, wherein the measured impedance is capacitance

between the deformable layer and the electrode that are separated by a

dielectric deformable material.



56)The system of claim 54, wherein the measured impedance is resistance

between a deformable layer and the electrode separated by a weakly

conductive deformable material.

57)The system of claim 4 1, wherein the deformable layer is a dielectric.

58)The system of claim 4 1, wherein the deformable layer is an electrical

conductor.

59)The system of claim 4 1, wherein the energizing comprises applying a direct

voltage or current.

60)The system of claim 4 1, wherein the energizing comprises applying an

alternate voltage or current.

6 1)A biomimetic tactile sensory system for activating a prosthetic/disabled

hand to grip an object comprising:

a) a biomimetic tactile sensor configured to determine a contact

information comprising:

i) a plurality of electrodes held on a curved surface of a core,

wherein each of the electrodes has a proximal and a distal

end;

ii) an energizing circuitry configured to energize at least one of

the plurality of electrodes,

iii) a volume of deformable material in contact with the plurality

of the electrodes distal end;

iv) at least one deformable layer having an inner and outer

surface, configured to cover the deformable material;

v) a detection circuitry configured to determine a contact

information from the at least one energized electrode and

sending the determined contact information;

b) a processor configured to receive the sent contact information in

order to identify at least one characteristic of a contact by the object

based on the detected contact information and a feature extraction

algorithm; and



c) at least one actuator configured to activate the prosthetic/disabled

hand based on an output data generated by the feature extraction

algorithm in order to grip the object.

62)The system of claim 61, wherein the detected contact information from the

electrode is a measured impedance.

63)The system of claim 62, wherein the detection circuitry is configured to

measure impedance from the plurality of electrodes.

64)The system of claim 6 1, wherein the feature extraction algorithm is a

trainable neural network.

65)The system of claim 63, wherein the biomimetic tactile sensor is an

anatomical finger-like structure that is integrated into the

prosthetic/disabled hand.

66)The system of claim 65, wherein the finger-like structure configured to exert

more force on the object in order to grip the object.

67)The system of claim 65, wherein measured impedance from the plurality of

electrodes change when the object is gripped.

68)The system of claim 61, wherein the characteristic of the contact

corresponds to any one of contact force, centroid and area of force,

eccentricity of force, vector of force, vernier detection of force shifts, or

contact transients and vibration.

69)The system of claim 6 1 , wherein the deformable material is a dielectric.

70)The system of claim 6 1, wherein the deformable material is an electrical

conductor.

71)The system of claim 62, wherein the measured impedance is capacitance

between the deformable layer and the electrode separated by a dielectric

deformable material.

72)The system of claim 62, wherein the measured impedance is resistance

between the deformable layer and the electrode separated by a weakly

conductive deformable material.

73)The system of claim 6 1, wherein the deformable layer is a dielectric.



74)The system of claim 6 1, wherein the deformable layer is an electrical

conductor.

75)The system of claim 62, wherein the biomimetic sensor further comprising

a plurality of deformable layers.

76)The system of claim 6 1 , wherein the deformable layer further comprising at

least one protruding element positioned onto the inner surface, wherein the

protruding element is substantially opposed to at least one of the

electrodes.

77)The system of claim 76, wherein the detection circuitry produces a large

change in impedance based on a lateral shift of the protruding element.

78)The system of claim 6 1, wherein the processor further is configured to

determine if a slip of the object is imminent.

79)The system of claim 66, further comprising a plurality of biomimetic tactile

sensors having anatomical finger-like structure that are integrated into the

prosthetic/disabled hand.

8O)A method of determining the characteristics of contact by an object against

a deformable surface of a biomimetic tactile sensor comprising:

a) energizing at least one electrode from a plurality of electrodes held

on a curved surface of a substantially rigid core of a the tactile

sensor, wherein the electrode has a proximal and a distal end and

wherein the at least one electrode distal end is in contact with a

deformable material;

b) detecting contact information from the at least one energized

electrode; and

c) sending the contact information to a processor in order to identify at

least one characteristic of a contact based on the detected contact

information and a feature extraction algorithm.

81)The method of claim 80, wherein the detected contact information from the

electrode is a measured impedance.

82)The method of claim 80, wherein the energizing includes energizing a



plurality of the electrodes and detecting contact information from them.

83)The method of claim 80, wherein the feature extraction algorithm is a

trainable algorithm.

84)The method of claim 83, wherein the trainable algorithm is a neural

network.

85)The method of claim 8 1, wherein the characteristic of the contact is

identified based at least on one feature of the object and spatiotemporal

distribution of applied forces by the object against the deformable layer.

86)The method of claim 80, wherein the characteristic of the contact

corresponds to any one of contact force, centroid and area of force,

eccentricity of force, vector of force, vernier detection of force shifts, or

contact transients and vibration.

87)The method of claim 82, wherein the measured impedance comprises

capacitance between a conductive deformable layer of the tactile sensor

and the electrodes, and wherein the deformable layer and the electrodes

are separated by a dielectric deformable material.

88)The method of claim 82, wherein the measured impedance is resistance

between a conductive deformable layer and the electrodes separated by a

weakly conductive deformable material.

89)The method of claim 82, wherein the detecting comprises detection of

impedances between one electrode and other electrodes.

90)The method of claim 82, wherein the detecting comprises measurement of

impedance between combination of the electrodes.

91)The method of claim 82, wherein the detecting comprises measurement of

impedances from each of the electrodes.
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